
Canon Medical Europe Expands Enterprise Imaging with Aptvision Collaboration

 

Canon Medical Informatics Europe  expands enterprise imaging informatics portfolio with Aptvision collaboration.

Canon Medical Systems Europe (CMSE) is excited to announce a new collaboration with medical technology specialist Aptvision, enhancing its
Enterprise Imaging Informatics portfolio by integrating Aptvision's cutting-edge Radiology Information System (RIS).

This strategic alignment will see the Aptvision RIS seamlessly added to Canon’s comprehensive suite of imaging solutions  including PACS,
VNA, Viewer, and Advanced Visualisation across the UK, Ireland, and Nordic regions. 

Canon Medical Systems Europe is a leading provider of innovative medical imaging solutions, dedicated to improving healthcare across Europe.
With a rich heritage rooted in advanced technology, the company offers a comprehensive range of diagnostic imaging systems, including CT,
MRI, ultrasound, and X-ray equipment.

The firm is deeply committed to delivering state-of-the-art products that enhance patient care, streamline clinical workflows, and support medical
professionals in achieving superior outcomes. 

“Aptvision’s RIS perfectly aligns with our own growth strategy,” says Remmelt Migchielsen, senior commercial product manager at CMSE. “The
company’s proven track record of migrating historical RIS systems as well as its modern, cloud-based architecture enables it to be deployed in a
scalable manner across multiple geographies. The Aptvision RIS suite complements our Enterprise Imaging solutions and allows us to migrate
customers who have historically used our Zillion RIS, as well as providing a feature-rich experience for new customers.”

The partnership between Aptvision and Canon began earlier this year through a recommendation from another satisfied user. 

Anthony Dooher, board member and business development director at Aptvision, adds: “Aptvision is delighted to collaborate with CMSE, a
recognised global brand with a substantial market share across Europe. We anticipate supporting the business in various geographies, including
those where we already have operations and others where Canon Medical has an established presence. Our complementary technologies will
enable both small, private operators and regional enterprises to adopt a Canon Medical-led imaging informatics solution, featuring a
comprehensive RIS capability provided by Aptvision.”

This collaboration underscores CMSE's commitment to delivering holistic and advanced medical imaging solutions, with plans to extend this
integration into additional markets in the future. By combining the firm's renowned imaging technologies with Aptvision's innovative RIS,
healthcare providers will benefit from enhanced workflow efficiencies and improved patient care.

Canon Medical Systems UK is on stand A39, demonstrating some of its new imaging modalities, while Aptvision is welcoming delegates to stand
A50 at this week's UKIO conference in Liverpool from 10th-12th June.
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